Accelerating the calculations of finite-temperature thermodynamic properties is a major challenge for rational materials design. Reliable methods can be quite expensive, limiting their effective applicability in autonomous high-throughput workflows. Here, the 3-phonons quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) method is introduced, requiring only three phonon calculations to obtain a thorough characterization of the material. Leveraging a Taylor expansion of the phonon frequencies around the equilibrium volume, the method efficiently resolves the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, specific heat at constant pressure, the enthalpy, and bulk modulus. Results from the standard QHA and experiments corroborate the procedure, and additional comparisons are made with the recently developed self-consistent QHA. The three approaches -3-phonons, standard, and selfconsistent QHAs -are all included within the automated, open-source framework AFLOW, allowing automated determination of properties with various implementations within the same framework.
INTRODUCTION
Reliable and efficient computational methods are needed to guide time-consuming and laborious experimental searches, thus accelerating materials design. Implementing effective methods within automated frameworks such as AFLOW [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] facilitates the calculation of thermodynamic properties for large materials databases. There are several computational techniques to characterize the temperature dependent properties of materials, each with varying accuracy and computational cost. Techniques such as ab initio molecular dynamics [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and the stochastic self-consistent harmonic approximation [11, 12] give accurate results for the temperature dependent properties of materials. Although these methods are highly accurate, the treatment of anharmonicity requires the consideration of many large distorted structural configurations, making them computationally prohibitive for screening large materials sets. Other methods including the Debye-Grüneisen model [13, 14] or Machine Learning approaches [15, 16] require less computational resources, but often struggle to predict properties such as the Grüneisen parameter with reasonable accuracy [17, 18] . The quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) [19] [20] [21] balances accuracy and computational cost for calculating temperature and pressure dependent properties of materials.
In its standard formulation, QHA also remains too expensive for automated screening [22] . QHA requires many independent phonon spectra calculations, obtained by diagonalizing the dynamical matrices giving eigenvectors (modes) and eigenvalues (energies) [23] [24] [25] [26] . The dynamical matrix can be constructed either with "linear re- * stefano@duke.edu sponse" [26, 27] or the "finite displacements" method [26, 28, 29] . Despite its low computational demands, linear response does not perform well at high temperatures where anharmonicity can be large. The finite displacements method can be easily integrated with a routine that computes forces, making the preferred method for highthroughput calculations. However, it is still computationally expensive for (i) low symmetry crystals, (ii) materials with large atomic variations leading to complicated optical branches, and (iii) metallic systems having long-range force interactions requiring large supercells. In order to make QHA more suitable for automated screening, it is necessary to reduce the number of required phonon spectra.
Recently, the self-consistent quasi-harmonic approximation [30] (SC-QHA) has been developed. It self-consistently minimizes the external and internal pressures. The method requires spectra at only two or three volumes, while the frequency-volume relationship is determined using a Taylor expansion. It is computationally efficient and almost five times faster than QHA. Results agree well with experiments at low temperatures, although some deviations are observed at high-temperature for the tested systems [30] .
In this article, the quasi-harmonic approximation 3phonons (QHA3P) method is introduced. It calculates the phonon frequencies around equilibrium for only three different volumes, and performs a Taylor expansion to extrapolate the phonon frequencies at other volumes. The QHA3P approach drastically reduces the computational cost and achieves consistency with experiments, allowing automated materials' property screening without compromising accuracy. Similar to QHA, QHA3P minimizes the Helmholtz free energy with respect to volume for each temperature. The calculation of the thermodynamic properties, and the temperature dependent electronic contribution to the free energy, are the same as in QHA unrestricted screening of all types of materials. The QHA, SC-QHA, and QHA3P methods are all implemented within AFLOW [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 22] . The performance of QHA3P with two different exchange-correlation (XC) functionals is investigated.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The thermal properties of materials at finite temperatures are calculated from the Helmholtz free energy (F ), which depends on temperature (T ) and volume (V ). Ne-glecting the electron-phonon coupling and magnetic contributions, F can be written as the sum of three additive contributions [19] [20] [21] :
where E 0 is the total energy of the system at 0 K without any atomic vibrations, F vib is the vibrational free energy of the lattice ions, and F elec is the finite temperature electronic free energy due to thermal electronic excitations.
QHA Methodology. QHA enables the calculation of F vib via the harmonic approximation and includes anharmonic effects in the form of volume dependent phonon frequencies. F vib is given by [19] [20] [21] [22] :
whereh and k B are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, and ω j (q) is the volume dependent phonon frequency (at q, j). The (q, j) comprises both the wave vector q and phonon branch index j. N q is the total number of wave vectors.
Although F elec (V, T ) is negligible for wide band gap materials, its contribution is required for metals and narrow band-gap systems. F elec (V, T ) is calculated as [19, 20, 31] :
where U elec (V, T ) and S elec (V, T ) are the temperature dependent parts of the electronic internal energy and the electronic entropy respectively, n elec ( ) is the density of states at energy , f ( ) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and E F is the Fermi energy.
The QHA method requires at least ∼10 E 0 and ∼10 phonon calculations (F vib ) in order to obtain a good fit for the equation of state (EOS). QHA is generally implemented using isotropic volume distortions, although its implementation in AFLOW can also include anisotropic effects by considering F as a function of direction-dependent strain, e.g. along principal directions [32, 33] . The calculated E 0 and F vib are fitted to an EOS (e.g., Birch-Murnaghan EOS [34] ). The equilibrium volume (Veq) at a given temperature is determined by minimizing F with respect to V at a given T , (∂F/∂V ) T =0 (Figure 1b) . A more detailed description of F −V interpolation and the calculation of different energy terms is discussed in Ref. [22] .
The thermodynamic properties -constant volume specific heat (C V ), constant pressure specific heat (C P ), average Grüneisen parameter (γ), and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (α V ) [19] [20] [21] [22] -are calculated according to the following definitions:
where ω j (q, V 0 ) is the frequency of phonon mode (q, j) at relaxed volume (V 0 ), and c j (q) and γ j (q) are the specific heat capacity at constant volume and mode Grüneisen at (q, j). The definitions of the bulk modulus (B) and mode Grüneisen parameter, (γ j (q)), are
For metals and small band gap materials, the electronic contribution can be considerable and is included in the thermodynamic definitions. After including the electronic contribution, α V and C P are re-formulated as [33, 35] :
In addition to the basic quasi-harmonic thermodynamic properties, the enthalpy (H) of a structure at P =0 [21, 31] is:
AFLOW implementation of SC-QHA. SC-QHA has also been implemented within AFLOW following the description of Ref. [30] . Similar to QHA, SC-QHA calculates E 0 at ∼10 different volumes, but requires only Ref. [45] Ref. [45] Ref. [49] Ref. [46] Ref. [48] Ref. [47] B(GPa) Ref. [45] Ref. [45] Ref. [54] Ref. [50] Ref. [51] Ref. [45] Ref. [52] k T (K) Ref. [55] Ref. [53] Ref. [55] ↵ V ⇥ 10 6 three phonon calculations at different cell volumes (Figure 1c ) [30] . It computes the temperature-dependent unitcell volume by optimizing the total pressure (external, electronic, and phononic pressures),
where P is external pressure, P e (= −dE 0 (V ) /dV ) is the electronic pressure, U j (q) is the mode vibrational internal energy and γ j (q) is the mode Grüneisen parameter at (q, j). The volume dependent ω j (q) and γ j (q) are extrapolated to other volumes using a Taylor expansion:
where ∆V =V −V 0 . Computing the second order derivative of ω j (q) requires the calculation of phonon spectra at three different volumes. Due to its numerical accuracy, the central difference algorithm is used to calculate the derivative with respect to volume. U j (q), the mode vibrational internal energy, is defined as
The procedure to self-consistently optimize the volume at zero external pressure (P =0) and finite T is as follows [30] (Figure 1c ):
(1) First, ∼10 E 0 (V ) values are fitted to the EOS, enabling the analytical calculation of P e at any new volume.
(
are calculated from the three phonon spectra, where ω j (q) and γ j (q) are initialized to their values at V 0 .
(3) To compute the equilibrium volume at T , V is initialized to a value 0.2% larger than V 0 and the following loop is iterated:
(i) Calculate P e using the EOS, and q,j U j (q)γ j (q) using ω j (q) and γ j (q). (ii) Update the value of V using Eq. (12), and update ω j (q) and γ j (q) using Eq. (13 -14), respectively.
(iii) If V is not converged to within an acceptable threshold (e.g., 10 −6 ), then loop over steps (i) and (ii).
(iv) Calculate other thermodynamic properties using the converged values of ω j (q) and γ j (q).
(v) V , ω j (q), and γ j (q) values at a given T are used as the initial values for the next T characterization.
In SC-QHA, at low temperatures (e.g., 0.1 K), Veq is calculated self-consistently. At higher temperatures, Veq is extrapolated as Veq (T + ∆T ) (1 + α V ∆T ) Veq, as described in Ref. [30] , in order to avoid self-consistent volume calculations for each T . Veq is equal to the selfconsistently converged V at a given T . Similarly, all of the properties calculated at Veq are the equilibrium properties at T .
While C V , C P , and α V are the same as for QHA, B and γ j (q) are computed differently in SC-QHA. Here:
where B γ and B ∆γ are the bulk modulus contributions due to phonons, while P γ represents the bulk modulus contribution due to external pressure. The mathematical expressions for these variables are defined in Ref. [30] , and γ j (q) is computed using Eq. (14) . It is also important to note that the value of C V at given T is computed with the ω j (q) values instead of ω j (q, V 0 ), where ω j (q) is the volume (and thus temperature) dependent frequency. The temperature dependent electronic energy contributions can be added to SC-QHA by establishing the relationship between the electronic eigenvalues and V (similar to the relationship between phonon eigenvalues and volume (Eq. 12)). F elec is not included in the version of SC-QHA implemented in AFLOW. Derivations and a more detailed description of SC-QHA can be found in Ref. [30] . The version of SC-QHA implemented in AFLOW is equivalent to the 2nd-SC-QHA. QHA3P Methodology. The QHA3P method requires only three phonon calculations along with the ∼10 E 0 energies. The Taylor expansion (Eq. 13) introduced in SC-QHA [30] , is used to extrapolate the phonon spectra to the remaining volumes. The following steps are the same as QHA: fit to the EOS, minimize F with respect to V , and calculate the thermodynamic properties ( Figure 1a ).
Although the same technique is used to extrapolate the phonon frequencies (Eq. (13)) in both QHA3P and SC-QHA, the definitions of some thermodynamic properties and the method of computing them are different. For example, the mode Grüneisen in QHA3P is calculated using Eq. (9), whereas in SC-QHA it is obtained using Eq. (14) . In SC-QHA, γ j (q) is temperature dependent, whereas it is temperature independent in QHA3P and QHA. Implications of T dependent γ j (q) in SC-QHA. The main contribution to Eq. (14) comes from Veq, ω j (q), and (∂ω j (q)/∂V ) V 0 . The second term is neglected due to the small size of
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Ref. [56] Ref. [58] Ref. [57] • In SC-QHA, γ j (q) is temperature dependent due to the prefactor Veq (T ) /ω j (q, Veq (T )) (Eq. (14)).
• If Veq changes positively with T and (∂ω j (q)/∂V ) V 0 < 0, then γ j (q) increases with T (Eq. (14)).
• ω j (q, Veq (T )) should decrease with increasing T if the above condition is valid (Eq. (13) ), amplifying the T dependence of γ j (q).
• If γ j (q) increases for the majority of (q, j) in the Brillouin zone, thenγ will be overestimated by SC-QHA in comparison to QHA3P and QHA.
• (∂ω j (q)/∂V ) V 0 is negative when ω j (q) decreases with T . The behavior of (∂ω j (q)/∂V ) V 0 is described by the following expressions [56] :
Thus, SC-QHA always produces largerγ values than QHA3P and QHA for materials where ω j (q) decreases with T for the majority of (q, j), and that have positive thermal expansion. This applies to positive thermal expansion materials (all of the materials in this study). The effect of this on α V is discussed in the next section.
The root-mean-square relative deviation. The rootmean-square relative deviation (RMSrD)
is used to quantitatively compare the calculated thermodynamic properties between the various methods, and to validate the model against experiments. Here χ (X, Y ) represents the RMSrD between N data points obtained from methods X and Y . Small values of χ (X, Y ) indicate that X and Y produce statistically similar results.
Geometry optimization. All structures are fully relaxed using the high-throughput framework AFLOW, and density functional theory package VASP [57] . Optimizations are performed following the AFLOW standard [58] . The projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [59] and the XC functionals proposed by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [60] are used for all calculations, unless otherwise stated. To study functional effects and compare with previous SC-QHA results [30] , calculations using the PBEsol functional [61] are also carried out. A high energy cutoff (40% larger than the maximum recommended cutoff among all the species) and a k-point mesh of 8000 k-points per reciprocal atom are used to ensure the accuracy of the results. Primitive cells are fully relaxed until the energy difference between two consecutive ionic steps is smaller than 10 −9 eV and forces on each atom are below 10 −8 eV/Å.
Phonon calculations.
Phonon calculations are carried out using the Automatic Phonon Library [29, 62] , as implemented in AFLOW, using VASP to obtain the interatomic force constants via the finite-displacements approach. The magnitude of this displacement is chosen as 0.015Å. Supercell size and the number of atoms in the supercell (supercell atoms) along with space group number (sg #) of each example [63] are listed in Table I . Non-analytical contributions to the dynamical matrix are also included using the formulation developed by Wang et al. [64] . Frequencies and other related phonon properties are calculated on a 31×31×31 mesh in the Brillouin zone: sufficient to converge the vibrational density of states and thus the corresponding thermodynamic properties. The phonon density of states is calculated using the linear interpolation tetrahedron technique available in AFLOW. The QHA calculations are performed on 10 equally spaced volumes ranging from −3% to 6% uniform strain with 1% increments from the respective equilibrium structures of the crystal. More expanded volumes are used since most materials have positive thermal expansion. Both the SC-QHA and the QHA3P calculations are performed using ±3% expanded and compressed volumes. All calculations are performed without external pressure (P =0), and all volume distortions are isotropic.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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methods are applied to metallic and small band gap materials.
Non-metallic compounds.
The thermodynamic properties are illustrated in Figure 2 for Si, C, and SiC and in Figure 3 for ZnO, Al 2 O 3 , and MgO. Comparisons of QHA3P with QHA, SC-QHA, and experimental data are discussed below with two different XC functionals.
α V from both QHA3P and QHA agree well with the available experiments for all tested non-metallic compounds using both XC functionals. Conversely, SC-QHA overestimates α V for Si, ZnO, Al 2 O 3 , and MgO. Using the PBEsol XC functional improves consistency with experimental results for Si, however α V is still larger for ZnO and MgO. For Al 2 O 3 , α V values from different experiments [38, [50] [51] [52] vastly differ from one other. Below 1500 K, experimental results from Ref [50, 52] are well described by PBEsol, whereas above 1500 K, they are better predicted by PBE. The RMSrD between α V from different approaches and experiment are provided in Table II . The relatively small RMSrD between QHA3P and experiments compared to the RMSrD between SC-QHA and experiments indicate that the QHA3P α V predictions are more reliable.
The larger values of α V from SC-QHA are due to the overestimation ofγ. This is particularly significant for positive α V materials, where ω j (q) decreases with T for almost all (q, j) (QHA3P Methodology section). For example, the T dependent phonon dispersion curves of MgO (Figure 4(a) ) show that ω j (q) decreases for all (q, j), except for the acoustic branches near Γ. Theγ values for MgO along with Al 2 O 3 are illustrated in Figure 4(b, c) , and are validated by experiments.
Despite differences in α V , there are no significant differences between C P and H obtained from the three approaches. The values are insensitive to the choice of functional, except for MgO ( Figure 2 and 3(d-i) ). Both C P and H match well with the experimental values. A slight underestimation is observed for C P for Si, SiC, and ZnO. Also, divergence from experiments occurs near 2000 K for MgO using the PBE XC functional in SC-QHA. The observations are supported by the RMSrD of C P (Table A2 , Appendix).
The values of B computed with the three methodologies also match when using the same XC functional, except for ZnO and MgO (Figure 2 and 3(j-o) ). For ZnO, discrepancies are observed between the QHA3P and QHA results. Since the bulk modulus value is related to the curvature of F (V ) at Veq, any small change in F (V ) leads to a larger change in B. For instance, at 2000 K the difference in F between QHA3P and QHA for ZnO is approximately 5 meV at 6% expanded volume of V 0 ( Figure A1, Appendix) , which significantly affects B (Figure 3(j) ). The values of B calculated using PBEsol are larger than for PBE, with similar trends previously reported elsewhere [46] , and are closer to experiment. For MgO, some deviation occurs at high temperature between SC-QHA and QHA3P (and QHA). RMSrD with experiment for B has not been calculated due to limited data availability. For B, the small RMSrD values between QHA3P and QHA demonstrate that the methods are consistent with each other. The RMSrD values between SC-QHA and QHA are high for ZnO and MgO (Table A2, Appendix) .
As for B, predicted Veq values are similar for all of the methods when using the same XC functional. However, the volume predictions obtained using PBEsol are smaller than those for PBE (Figure 2 and 3(m-o) ).
Metallic compounds and narrow band gap materials. The thermodynamic properties of the metals AlNi and Ti 2 AlN and the narrow band gap (0.12 eV [68] ) half-Heusler NiTiSn are presented in Figure 5 . For QHA3P and QHA, calculations are performed with and without the electronic contribution. Results for SC-QHA are presented without the electronic contribution, since it is not implemented in AFLOW for this method. In this section calculations are performed only with the PBE XC functional.
Similar to the non-metallic examples, there are no prominent differences between α V obtained using these three methods (Figure 5(a-c) ). The α V results show the effectiveness of all methodologies in accurately predicting the experimental thermodynamic properties of AlNi, Ni-TiSn, and Ti 2 AlN. In addition, the contribution of F elec to F does not alter the results.
The other thermodynamic properties, C P , H, B, and Veq, also match well with each other for these three methods and with experiments, with a few exceptions ( Figure 5(d-f) ). The H values for AlNi from QHA3P and QHA do not agree with experiments above 500 K when F elec is taken into consideration ( Figure 5(g, j) ). The B values from the three methods show discrepancies stemming from the difference in the F (V ) energies as described in the non-metallic compounds section. The small RM-SrD between QHA3P and experiment for α V , C P , and H indicate that the results agree well with experiments (Table III). Since the QHA, SC-QHA, and QHA3P predictions are similar, RMSrD values are presented only for QHA3P.
CONCLUSIONS
The quasi-harmonic approximation 3-phonons method is introduced to calculate thermodynamic properties of both non-metallic and metallic compounds. The efficiency of QHA3P is tested for a range of materials using two different exchange-correlation functionals, and the calculated thermodynamic quantities are in agreement with both QHA and experimental measurements. We also show that SC-QHA overestimates the average Grüneisen parameter, as well as α V , at high temperatures for some materials, while QHA3P still performs well. This study demonstrates that QHA3P is an ideal framework for the high-throughput prediction of finite temperature materials properties, combining the accuracy of QHA with the computational efficiency of SC-QHA. Comparison of SC-QHA from AFLOW and Ref. [30] . The SC-QHA method was originally developed and tested in Ref. [30] using the PBEsol XC functional. To check the consistency between the AFLOW implementation of SC-QHA and Ref. [30] , the calculated properties are compared for Si, C, and Al 2 O 3 . The differences between the properties computed with AFLOW and Ref. [30] are marginal. However, some discrepancies are observed for the α V values of Si, B values of C, and the α V and B values of Al 2 O 3 , which are the presented examples in Ref. [30] . To investigate this, thermodynamic properties are reproduced for Al 2 O 3 using the original SC-QHA and PHONOPY [78] codes with the AFLOW standard VASP input parameters ( Figure A2, Appendix) . This indicates that the origin of the incompatibility between these two studies is the difference in the VASP input parameters. While the accuracy is increased by using the AFLOW standard VASP input parameters, the results are still inconsistent with experiments and QHA. Figure A2 . The comparison of AFLOW computed αV, CP and B with Ref. [30] . Experimental results from different sources [36-43, 45, 50-52, 54] are indicated by inverted triangles, diamonds, pentagons and filled pentagons. The black colored line for Al2O3 represents calculations with the PHONOPY+SC-QHA codes [30, 78] , performed using the AFLOW standard VASP input parameters.
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